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The future is shaped by hopes, fears and ideas people have regarding the shape of things 

to come. It makes a crucial difference for ideas about sustainable development whether 

the future is imagined as apocalypse, as a story of hope, or as an enigma. The unknown 

unknown is not only a risk: an awareness of contingency is more productive than the belief 

that the future is either a paradise or hell. Though North American literature primarily 

provides imaginaries of either total societal collapse in the wake of environmental disaster 

or utopias emerging from the ashes, the unknown unknown is by necessity a key feature 

of fiction. Literature’s freedom or even obligation to playfully navigate scenarios of 

environmental change and imagine unexpected outcomes can provide a resource for 

contingency planning. Insights from the study of human reactions to, and preparations 

for, environmental change can thus be brought into a productive relationship with the 

study of literary imaginations and their visions of the ecological future.    


